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What is the uMovie??
-The uMovie can be yours with 

only three simple steps. 

1. Go online and order your 

glasses off uMovie.com.

2. Download the app on 

your phone.

3. Wait for your uMovie to 

arrive. 

The uMovie is an easy to use 

pair of glasses that allow the 

user to watch their favorite 

movies anywhere they desire. 

The uMovie is a brand new 

technology that allows anyone to 

watch their favorite movies or tv 

shows, on the go or at home. The 

uMovie is a pair of technologically 

advanced glasses that connect with 

any phone to play your favorites 

shows. The uMovie allows the user to 

watch any shows live and if upgraded 

uMovie users can connect to other 

users to have the full movie theatre 

experience with their closest friends 

or family.



Glasses Shapes:
The uMovie has frames to match all 

styles. Ranging from round to 

square to rectangular, uMovie had 

glasses to fit everyone's 

personality!!

**uMovie technology cannot 

be seen from the outside of 

the glasses. The microchips 

are strategically placed in the 

frames as to not be seen.



The uMovie glasses are a 
set of glassware that 
increase your movie 
experience. Tiny moving 
Pixels and high 
definition software 
create moving images. 
Through the use of high 
definition projectors, 
and advanced photoplay 
the uMovie surpasses all 
movie players in the 
current market. With 
advanced technicians 
uMovie is constantly 
upgrading and improving 
its product. 

2D: is free to any uMovie buyers and comes on 

the uMovie app. With 2D you are guaranteed an 

awesome experience with motion pictures that 

excel all other motion picture options such as 

Netflix and Harkins Theatre.

3D: is only 8 US dollars a month to any buyer 

and allows you to get a real life experience that 

draws you in and brings the movie to life.

4D: for only 10 dollars a month you can get the 

whole movie experience. 4D is a step up from 

3D as it incorporates all your senses. With tiny 

microscopic misters, and advanced digital 

microchips the uMovie 4D puts the user in the 

movie. With 4D the user can also watch the 

movie from the lead character's point of view.

wiMovie: Free to all users, setting that connects 

multiple uMovie glasses to the same movie, so 

users can watch movies or shows together.

How it works….



Prices
*Any broken or damaged 

uMovie software/product will 
be replaced free of charge 
if the user bought the 

uMovie care package for only 
$20. If not, any broken 

pieces or technology will be 
charged at a 45% rate. 

The average pair of uMovie 

glasses cost only 200 US 

dollars. 

*The uMovie app is free to 

all uMovie buyers.

*If the user wishes to 

upgrade to 3D, it is only 

an 8 dollar increase a 

month.

*For only 10 dollars a 

month you can upgrade to 

4D!



WHY OUR PRODUCT IS BETTER THAN THE REST

The current leader in movie watching 

technology is Netflix. However, the 

uMovie, is cheaper, has better 

quality motion picture, and has 4 

settings. The uMovie can be watched 

from all places, with or without 

wifi, and has a practical effect, as 

it provides prescription lenses when 

not being used. Netflix often times 

buffers, and resets however the 

uMovie guarantees a perfect, 

uninterrupted movie experience.

How is it not 

better???



Where they will be sold… 
With the money we hope to acquire today, we wish to open a 

separate branch to manufacture and sell uMovie technology. 

The uMovie will also be sold online at uMovie.com.

Target, Walmart, Best Buy, and phone stores such as Verizon 

and Sprint will be selling them. 

They will also be available through amazon. 



Reviews from our user
“The uMovie is such a cool product. I use it every day, and cant stop binge watching my 

favorite shows. So worth the price.” (Shelly Hansen, 19). 

“My kids love it and are always asking if hey can use the glasses. Such a great way to 

occupy them but I also personally love it. Five Stars” (Greg Dayley, 43). 

“So user friendly, Im not to great with technology but can use the uMovie with ease. My 

grandkids love it as well, its a total crowd pleaser. Makes watching movies that much 

better. Im now never bored” (Beth Maine, 71). 

“Super innovated and totally unique. Its different than any other movie experience I 

have had. I bring it along everrywhere. The actual glasses are very cute and practical. 

LOVE IT!!!!!!!!” (Ellen Degeneres). 

Celebrities, Political Figures, Athletes, all love the uMovie and you will too!! 



The uMovie has received…. 


